
Why Is Spark So Slow? 

5 Ways To Optimize Spark Today

When Apache Spark works well, it works really well. But while capable of 
handling an impressively wide range of workloads and big data sets, Spark can 

sometimes struggle. Here's what you can do if it happens to you. 

2 Caching
Caching is a highly efficient optimization technique 

used when working with data that is repeatedly 

required and queried. Cache() and persist() are great 

for storing the computations of a Data Set, RDD, and 

DataFrame. Caching helps bring down costs and 

saves time when dealing with repeated computations 

as reading data from memory is much faster than 

reading from disk.

Data Structure 
Tuning
Data structure tuning reduces Spark memory 

consumption. Data structure tuning usually involves:

�« Using enumerated objects or numeric IDs instead 

of strings for keys�

¥« Refraining from using many objects and complex 

nested structures�

�« Setting the JVM flag to xx:+UseCompressedOops 

if the memory size is less than 32 GB
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1 Data 
Serialization
This particular Spark optimization technique 

converts an in-memory data structure into a different 

format that can be stored in a file or delivered over a 

network. With this tactic, you can dramatically 

enhance the performance of distributed applications. 

The two popular methods of data serialization are 

Java serialization and Kyro serialization.

Garbage 
Collection 
Optimization
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Garbage collection is a memory management tool. 
Each application stores data in memory, and that in-
memory data has a life cycle. Garbage collection 
marks which data is no longer needed, marks it for 
removal, and removes it. 

Monitor, Tune, & 
Optimize Spark 
with Pepperdata
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Consistent Spark performance tuning will help your 
Spark infrastructure perform at optimal levels. 
Pepperdata monitoring solutions provide you with  

.  
You see everything. Plus, Pepperdata generates smart 
recommended actions to ensure your Spark 
infrastructure performs at optimal levels while keeping 
costs low. 



Learn more about how to .

deep and comprehensive visibility and observability

make the most of Spark today
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